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ABSTRACT

This paper majorly focuses on hypothyroid medical diseases caused by underactive thyroid glands. The dataset used for the study on hypothyroid is taken from UCI repository. Classification of this thyroid disease is a considerable task. An experimental study is carried out using rotation forest using features selection methods to achieve better accuracy. An important step to gain good accuracy is a pre-processing step, thus here two feature selection techniques are used. A filter method, Correlation features subset selection and wrappers method has helped in removing irrelevant as well as useless features from the data set. Fourteen different machine learning algorithms were tested on hypothyroid data set using rotation forest which successfully turned out giving positively improved results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With increasing number of population in the world, the medical field is facing a big challenge to keep the fitness of every human being. Thus the scope of medical science has increased tremendously, lead to accurate medical diagnosis. Using machine learning techniques, given a medical dataset as input it should accurately diagnose the datasets. The major focus in this paper is for hypothyroid diseases medical data set. Thyroid hormones produced by the thyroid gland helps control the body’s metabolism. Hyperthyroidism or an overactive thyroid can cause inflammation of the thyroid. The seriousness of thyroid disorders should not be underestimated as thyroid storm (an episode of severe hyperthyroidism) and myxoedema coma (the end stage of untreated hypothyroidism) may lead to death in a significant number of cases [1, 3]. Thyroid function diagnosis is an important classification issue. Proper interpretation of the thyroid data, besides clinical examination and complementary investigation, is an important problem in the diagnosis of thyroid disease [1, 2, 4].

2. PRE-PROCESSING

Pre-processing is the import step need to be followed to achieve good classification of data. Pre-processing is nothing but cleaning of data to remove unwanted or bad data. A data set is said to be a bad data when it has incomplete values or missing data also the information which doesn’t helps in classification are unwanted data. The major two techniques for getting good data from the thyroid data set which are used in this paper are Correlation based feature subset selection and wrappers technique.
2.1. Thyroid dataset
The hypothyroid data set has been taken from UCI machine learning repository. The data set has about 3772 instances and 11 attributes (features). It has 4 number of classes out of which 8 are nominal and 3 are numeric type.

2.2. Filter method
One of the most commonly used filter technique is Correlation based feature subset selection (CFS) which helps in removing irrelevant features. This CFS algorithm tries to calculate the relevance of the attributes with the class i.e. a feature is evaluate to be good or bad based on its high or low relevance with the class. If a feature is highly correlated to the class and inverse uncorrelated to any other features then that feature is said to be a good feature and may be considered for classification, else the feature is said to be irrelevant feature and can be discarded in classification process. In our study a Best First Search (BFS) searching technique is been used. Thus using this method we get optimal selected features than heuristic features to test for its relevance which is very important in medical data sets to be evaluated. Based on these techniques of CFS using BFS the scores of each subset of features are calculated with Eq. (1)

$$Merit_{sk} = \frac{k r_{cf}}{\sqrt{k + k(k - 1)r_{ff}}}$$

Where k defines number of feature, r_{cf} is correlation between class and features, r_{ff} is correlation between feature and merits, k defines value of correlated features k.

2.3. Wrapper method
This is also a feature subset selection technique where it finds the feature subsets based on the performance of the preselected classification algorithm and a training data set. This preselected classification algorithm is also known as induction algorithm. In this paper J48 algorithm is been selected as an induction algorithm for wrapper subset selection method where the data set learning over J48 algorithm and selects the best possible features using Best First Search (BFS) approach

2.4. Proposed combining feature method
This is the very important step where a new and final features subset will be created as this feature subset will have all relevant attributes as well is trained on J48 classifier and is created. In short this new subset will be a union subset of CFS and Wrapper using BFS searching technique. Thus advantages from both the techniques are achieved i.e. by using CFS, irrelevant features are eliminated which enhances the speed of classification and by using Wrapper, increasing the accuracy the feature which is precisely selected but evaluating them on J48 classifier.
3. **Rotation Forest**

Rotation Forest is an ensemble method which trains $L$ decision trees independently, using a different set of extracted features for each tree. Let $x = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]^T$ be an example described by $n$ features (attributes) and let $X$ be an $N \times n$ matrix containing the training examples. We assume that the true class labels of all training examples are also provided. Let $D = D_1, \ldots, D_L$ be the ensemble of $L$ classifiers and $F$ be the feature set. Rotation Forest aims at building accurate and diverse classifiers. Bootstrap samples are taken as the training set for the individual classifiers, as in bagging. The main heuristic is to apply feature extraction and to subsequently reconstruct a full feature set for each classifier in the ensemble.

To do this, the feature set is split randomly into $K$ subsets, principal component analysis (PCA) is run separately on each subset, and a new set of $n$ linear extracted features is constructed by pooling all principal components. The data is transformed linearly into the new feature space. Classifier $D_i$ is trained with this data set. Different splits of the feature set will lead to different extracted features, thereby contributing to the diversity introduced by the bootstrap sampling. We chose decision trees as the base classifiers because they are sensitive to rotation of the feature axes and still can be very accurate. The effect of rotating the axes is that classification regions of high accuracy can be constructed with fewer trees than in bagging and AdaBoost. Our previous study reported an experiment whose results were favourable to Rotation Forest compared to bagging, AdaBoost and Random Forest with the same number of base classifiers. The design choices and the parameter values of the Rotation Forest were picked in advance and not changed during the experiment. The prerequisite followed were number of features in a subset is set to 3, number of classifiers in the ensemble is set to 10, extraction method used is principal component analysis (PCA) and base classifier model is decision tree (hence the name forest).
3. EXPERIMENTATION

This figure 2 shows the experimentation followed to achieve the results for hypothyroid data set.

The details process is described as follows:

- Hypothyroid medical data set in (dot).arff format is given as an input to the system.
- Execute the original data set through filter technique. The techniques used is Correlation based feature subset selection, where a feature subset is given out as the output of this algorithm, let’s say that subset A.
- Execute the original hypothyroid data set through Wrappers techniques using the inducer as J48 classifier and get a new feature subset B.
- Later the union of both filter and wrapper feature subset is used to create a new data set in arff (Attribute relation file format) format.
- This new data set with selected features is given as input to rotation forest ensemble with different base classifiers/algorithms.
- The accuracy was noted down with combination of fourteen algorithms as base classifier to rotation forest.

4. RESULTS

The figure 3 shows different experimentation combination followed to justify the better classification accuracy achieved by this method on hypothyroid data set using rotation forest. The result is captures in five rows for all 14 algorithms where first row shows Original Hypothyroid Data set with respective algorithm individually (OriD+Algo), Original Data set with rotation forest (OriD+Ro.F), Dataset with CFS on rotation forest (CFS+Ro.F), Dataset with Wrapper Subset on rotation forest (Wrpper+Ro.F) and New generated feature subset after combination with ensemble rotation forest (New+Ro.F)
From the above figure 3 it makes clear that result obtained by our technique of combining feature of filter and wrapper as an input to rotation forest has given improved results. The classification accuracy gain has improved compared to other data set combinations as well as have shown good results over three algorithms as base classifier selected for rotation forest. The figure 4 gives a clear difference of the achieved results by our method for hypothyroid than original hypothyroid data set.

It is found that hypothyroid data set execution with rotation forest gave good accuracy than dataset execution only with the classifier, but the accuracy results for new subset gave even higher results than both of the above methods. This experimentation was carried out for fourteen medical datasets and it gave all successful and improved results for all. The proposed method for hypothyroid using rotation forest has improved by an average percentage of 14.57% which is
really a big achievement. Also it has shown positively good results and improvement in comparison with other combination methods. Maximum of 96.63% classification accuracy has been gained by considering three algorithms like PART Decision learner, Best first decision tree and J48 respectively.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this experimental study on hypothyroid using rotation forest has given good classification accuracy. As hypothyroid has large features which indirectly increase classification execution time as well as may lead to misclassification, a combining feature subset method has proved very useful pre-processing step to remove unwanted features. Further the performance of the classification was boosted by the use of rotation forest ensemble technique. For about fourteen algorithm used as base classifier for rotation forest gave improved results over all other combinations methods. Most importantly this experimental study showed 14.57% more improved accuracy over the original data set with rotation forest. Thus this proposed method has shown up to 99.63% classification accuracy for hypothyroid data set which will boost the medical diagnosis efficiently.
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